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The end of the Lomé Conventions has led to a new era of negotiations between the European Union (EU) and the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) group of seventy-seven developing countries. The widespread disillusionment with the record of the four Lomé Conventions left many observers speculating that there would be no continuation of agreements once Lomé IV expired in February 2000. However, perhaps for more political and psychological reasons than economic ones, there was consensus that a new agreement should be negotiated. After several years of discussions, representatives of the EU and ACP came together in Cotonou, Benin, and signed a Partnership Agreement on 23 June 2000 to further promote development cooperation between the two blocs of states that has been continuing in some form of other since the late 1950s. Much work has still to be done in finalizing the actual details of the “economic partnerships” prior to their full implementation in January 2008, though most of the benefits of Lomé IV will be maintained until 2008. This paper, along with others in the project on *The Future of the EU-ACP Relationship* headed by Olufemi Babarinde and Gerrit Faber, promotes a discussion of the likely strategies and negotiations in hammering out the terms of this agreement.

The specific focus of this paper is whether the ongoing negotiations will bring about a unified or a fragmented stance by the ACP states, or perhaps more significantly, whether EU negotiators will demand fragmentation or differentiation of the ACP group of states. The 1996 Green Paper essentially spelled out the strong preference of the EU in stating that, “Not all ACP States are at present capable of embarking on a standard political and economic partnership with the EU…. For reasons of effectiveness, differentiated cooperation policies and procedures have become essential.” The Green Paper went on to state four possible options for the future ACP-EU agreement: the status quo, with differentiated procedures; a new agreement supplemented by bilateral agreements; the break-up of Lomé into regional agreements; and finally, an agreement for only the least developed members of the ACP. There is widespread agreement that the negotiating position of the ACP group is relatively weak, and that the agenda of Europe is crowded with bigger and more consuming issues than development policy. So how will these negotiations unfold? How will the myth of sovereign equality be maintained? What new conditionalities will the EU seek to enforce on the ACP? What will the net benefits and gains likely to be for both parties? How will these new partnerships fit within the tightening restrictions of the World Trade Organization? Will the ACP be better off with individualized and/or regionalized agreements, or will they prefer the previous model of “one-size-fits-all” development?

At this stage, much of what can be written about the negotiations must be speculative, and this paper attempts to develop the ground rules by which our collective crystal balls will be utilized. In addition to offering reasoned argument about the likely negotiation scenarios, different theoretical approaches are drawn upon to highlight possible outcomes of the negotiations. Prior to those discussions, it is important first to briefly set out the context of ACP-EU relations within which negotiations are to be held. Second, the main characteristics of the two groups of states will be discussed, and third, we will draw lessons from previous negotiations between the two groups, which might illuminate the likely paths of this impending dialogue. The final section will draw from
international relations theories to see what assistance they might offer in terms of predicting the outcome of these negotiations.

The Context for Negotiations

There may need to be more than a simple change of name from Lomé to Cotonou to strengthen development cooperation between the EU states and the ACP group. The fact that there is to be no Lomé V is indicative of the disillusionment held on both sides about the poor performance of the Lomé agreements. More specifically, it points to the desire by the EU to reconfigure the structures and parameters of its global development policy, including that toward the ACP group. A change of name is likely not just to be symbolic, but reflects a hardening of attitude by most policy-makers within Europe.\(^3\) A brief overview of the current context within which negotiations will occur is perhaps helpful in order to offer insights into likely negotiation outcomes. For organizational purposes, three themes are selected: globalization; neoliberalism; and regionalism.

Globalization

The current restructuring of the international system of capitalism, normally referred to as globalization, is consolidating winners and losers in global political economy.\(^4\) Countries of the African, Caribbean and Pacific group are candidates for the “loser” category. Their economies are increasingly marginalized from the global economy, unable to compete in the high-tech commerce of today, and relegated to the continuation of primary commodity exports, the prices of which have generally sagged.\(^5\) Forty years of development cooperation with Europe has done little to break this pattern of relations, a stern indictment itself of Lomé and its predecessor Yaoundé agreement. Back in the 1960s, there was optimism that, “The approach to an African Common Market as a complementary institution to the EEC would make the prospect of integration into a world trading system considerably more feasible and less painful.”\(^6\) For Africa, and the other regions, that has not happened. As Thomas Klak concluded about the Caribbean, it “may be better depicted as a region that is increasingly irrelevant in economic and geographical terms.”\(^7\) The ACP group is becoming increasingly marginalized from the EU, as its share of trade continues to diminish. It probably is not unfair to say that there is a certain resignation that the ACP group has become so weakened economically that it has fallen off the European economic radar screen: perhaps only political guilt has saved it from disappearing completely.

Whatever agreements are hammered out within Cotonou clearly need to address the marginalization of the ACP economies. However, major differences of strategy will most likely emerge as to what policies to pursue. It is likely that the voice of the EU will dominate here.

Neoliberalism

It is evident to most observers that neoliberal political and economic strategies will provide the basis of any further agreements between the EU and ACP. The Washington consensus forged by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB) has spread to the Geneva-based World Trade Organization (WTO), and is the policy of choice within the Brussels establishment. Promotion of free trade and direct foreign investment (FDI), rather than trade preferences and development aid, have
become critical demands for European policy leaders. The Lomé IV agreement was fashioned on a neoliberal agenda, but its lack of success serves only to intensify the demands from the EU to implement such strategies under Cotonou. Equally, the successful restructuring of Central European political economies provides further ammunition to those who wish to push for “meaningful” change in the ACP region. Neoliberalism also calls for the streamlining and skill-sharpening of the bureaucracies of ACP states, especially those in Africa. But it is clear that FDI has been negligible to the ACP countries, and certainly will not come to the ACP countries in equal amounts. Similarly, most ACP economies are considered too weak to simply open to full free trade, and the espoused benefits of opening borders to trade have been strongly criticized by many.

WTO policy has been especially important in pressurizing change in trade relations between Europe and its ACP partners, most notably in undermining discriminatory and preferential access to the EU market previously allowed under Article XXIV of the GATT agreement. The EU did not negotiate for special dispensation for its Lomé IV in the mid-1990s when the WTO was established, but did apply for a waiver in February 2000 to lapse when/if Cotonou is implemented in 2008. The ACP countries, along with most developing states, already feel disillusioned about the WTO trade regime because they were not part of its development. And the inclusion of civil society groups into the Cotonou negotiations is likely to bring increased opposition to the tenets of neoliberalism, and so make agreements more difficult to conclude.

The ongoing trade tensions between the European Union and the United States will help guarantee that there is little or no European slippage in negotiations from promoting a less protectionist foreign economic policy. WTO vigilance will also be significant. There is little to be gained by EU recalcitrance in any case, but the likely impact on ACP trade options could be enormous. And as Raffer points out, WTO pressure can be used to the EU advantage, as “The new WTO regime shaped by the EU and the US will apparently serve to cleanse trade relations from disliked historical obligations.”

Regionalism

Regional organizations have become an integral part of the global landscape since the 1950s, led by the successes of the European Union. Numerous regional organizations exist in the three continents represented by the ACP, although there are few if any stellar cases of achievement. For Africa, Pius Okigbo’s words on integration from 1967 still ring true today in that the difficulties, “are mainly internal – physical geographic bottlenecks, lack of basic infrastructure, paucity of natural endowments and resources, lack of political will and abundance of political rivalries, suspicion and jealousies. It is these, rather than threat from an external group, that make the development of an African common market remote.” A more recent study of African regional integration lists a variety of problems: lack of sincerity and political commitment; overdependence on foreign donors; foreign countries’ dominance; unrealistic schedules; uneven benefits; and continuing political instability. And one study recently concluded that “deeper integration is more likely to occur as a consequence [of structural adjustment] policies rather than through the efforts of regional and sub-regional entities especially established for this purpose.” And yet Daniel Bach argues that regionalization and “trans-state
integration is stimulated by market distortions as opposed to trade liberalisation, a situation which accounts for the overall failure of the IGO’s programmes towards market integration.\textsuperscript{16}

A similar picture emerges when one looks at integration efforts in the other regions. A study of Caribbean regional integration by Jay Mandle concludes that “such cooperation looks as if it is not realistically on the West Indies agenda.” Mandle goes on to say that “it would appear to be a better choice to get on with the modernization effort on a country-by-country basis than to delay until some time in the indefinite future when regional cooperation will become a reality.”\textsuperscript{17} And Evelyn Colbert was equally pessimistic about the prospects for regionalism within the Pacific Islands, given their very heavy continuing dependence upon external aid and the 20 million square miles that the islands cover.\textsuperscript{18}

Regional integration and the promotion of intra-regional trade have long been touted as likely ingredients for assisting economic development, and it is probable that EU negotiators will emphasize development on a regional level utilizing existing organizations. The EU’s Green Paper argued that, “The path of regional cooperation and integration seems advisable not only because of the generally inadequate economic size of many ACP countries but also because such an option can encourage political leaders to adopt a more strategic approach to developing their economies.”\textsuperscript{19} How this relationship will be used is unclear at present. Will regionalism be used to promote collective self-reliance, or simply to tie more deeply these economies into the EU trade orbit? This debate hinges upon how one perceives regionalism. Björn Hetne sees the “new regionalism” as focusing upon political and economic factors, reflecting the post-hegemonic multi-polar world order, where pressures for regionalism come from above and below, from inside and outside the state. In this perception, regionalism and globalism are both contradictory and complementary elements, making regional “strategy” difficult to pinpoint.\textsuperscript{20}

It is possible that intra-regional trade will be pushed as a boost for development, though it is difficult to comprehend how this could be successful after decades of failure. Intra-regional trade as a percentage of total trade still remains at less than 10 percent for all the regions within the ACP. Alternatively, regions could be converted into free trade areas with the EU and with each other, pursuing the long-term goal in Africa of an African Economic Community. Another possible scenario would see the EU developing differential relations with each of the regional organizations, and/or specified groups of least developed countries (LLDCs) depending upon levels of development, trade, capacity, etc. The European Commission already has these regional organizations broken down into seven sub-groups for the purposes of regional cooperation fund disbursement, and so it would require little extra effort to differentiate more substantially.\textsuperscript{21}

The Negotiators

While we should not underestimate the complexity of these negotiations, and the many groups interested in their outcome, for reasons of simplicity we will isolate the main actors into two groups, namely the African, Caribbean and Pacific group of states, and the European Union. Overlapping both groups are other organizations, such as the ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly, launched in October 2000, which is attempting to influence the agenda of negotiations.\textsuperscript{22}
The ACP group

The ACP group now encompasses seventy-seven developing states, of which the majority is in Sub-Saharan Africa. Despite valiant efforts, most states are increasingly impoverished and marginalized, and remain dependent upon the export of primary products. As Jean-Robert Goulounga, the ACP Secretary-General, stated at the end of 2000, “After more than two decades of cooperation and in spite of successive Lomé conventions granting this preferential access, there has been no great increase in ACP produce on the EU market.”^23 For most, especially the Pacific Island states, their options are limited. To be competitive in the global economy would require massive changes in technological capability, education, infrastructure, and overall capacity-building that appear difficult to achieve. For many states, particularly in Africa, there remain serious threats to political stability, and uncertainties surround the viability of civil society groups.

The ACP is on record as calling for a unified strategy to negotiations within Cotonou. As an ACP Deputy Secretary-General has remarked, “From an ACP perspective, facing the EU as one rather than three separate regions is probably the best option in terms of the countervailing power it would provide in the context of negotiations.”^24 This is logical in that greater negotiation potential would appear to be likely from a concerted group position, than having states or regions negotiating separately. Furthermore, the ACP seems likely to want agreements for which all members are to be eligible, rather than divide up agreements for specific states and/or regions. But will a fragmented negotiation strategy automatically be detrimental to ACP interests? Do different regions actually have different objectives? How likely is it that the ACP can forge a common strategy in the face of European insistence on fragmentation? There is, after all, relatively little that binds these continents together besides common poverty and an historical association with Europe. These are very different geographical and cultural regions, with different objectives and levels of development, with a relatively understaffed Secretariat. The Commission itself does not really see the ACP as a unified group, and may well pursue that viewpoint in negotiations. The Green Paper stated that “The ‘ACP group’ is strictly speaking neither a political nor an economic entity. It was established in the framework of relations with the European Union for essentially historical reasons.” The Paper goes on to say that ACP development interests “diverge widely because of their very different income levels and living standards, their economic structures and trade strategies and their relative appeal for foreign investment.”^26 The ACP does, however, possess the power to “embarrass” the EU, and in unity there would be a stronger voice to claim that the EU is “deserting” the group.

In terms of specific strategies, the Green Paper outlined what the Commission considered to be the possible options for the ACP to pursue. These included non-reciprocity, multilateralism, unilateral liberalization, South-South reciprocity, and North-South reciprocity. Perhaps the ACP states will push to benefit from currency protection within the Euro zone, though it is difficult to conceive how such protection will be organized. Another possible strategy will be to exclude non-ACP developing countries from the negotiations for fear of diluting further the preferences that they have gained to date under previous agreements.
The European Union

As expected, the critical player(s) in the Cotonou negotiations will be the European Union. Although there are considerable efforts to create a harmonized European development policy, we can envisage likely fracture points between the fifteen member states who continue to hold different perspectives on development policy, as well as between the different institutions of the EU. There is a multi-layered decision-making structure, including Commission, Council, Parliament, NGOs, and individual states, just to name a few. Even within the Commission, arguably the main player in these negotiations, there are likely to be differing preferences as there are currently “five commissioners and four directorates-general [who] have active policy responsibilities for development cooperation in various forms.”

Even within the Europe of Six in the 1950s, it was very difficult to reconcile opinions about the relationship with (former) colonies. As the European Union has expanded to fifteen members, newer members, such as Finland and Sweden, have very strong views on development policy, but do not have the colonial or post-colonial linkages shared by countries such as France or Britain. This divergence of opinion has created difficulties for the Commission in constructing development policy, most notably in constricting national preferences within an overarching European framework. The further enlargement of the EU into unchartered territory in Central Europe and beyond, sometime over the next five years, will place new strains on European cooperation and more important issues on the European agenda, and will clearly detract from any focus on Europe’s development strategy. As Femi Babarinde has concluded, “each enlargement of the EU has seen a redefinition and elaboration of the EU’s relationship with the South.”

At the level of integration theory, there are further complications for a unified European perspective. Arguments abound about the utility of neofunctionalist approaches, the significance of flexible integration, and the likelihood of multi-polar and multi-speed Europe in the light of agreements forged at the Amsterdam and Nice summits. If there can be alternative policy perspectives over Schengen, common defense and security, and the Euro, why should there be unanimity over development policy? Similarly, the EU perceives that the ACP group is equally fractured and “multi-speed,” with states pursuing different agendas.

Having made the case for multiple approaches within the EU, there are some clear indications of what strategies the Commission is likely to pursue in the continuing negotiations. These were laid out in a Green Paper in 1996, and many elements found their way into the Cotonou Partnership Agreement signed in June 2000. A key provision of the EU stance is differentiation, namely the breaking up of the ACP into distinct component parts for the basis of negotiations. Another is the emphasis upon regional organizations. A third is the renewed commitment to political conditionalities, notably respect for human rights and democratization. Linked to this is the desire by the EU to engage civil society groups within the ACP in the negotiation process.

Overall, the Green Paper indicated a hardening of attitude toward the ACP group, and barely disguised a wavering commitment to and interest in the developing world. The successes of previous Lomé agreements have been minimal, and so the EU is ready to take a different stance. A complete end to agreements is politically unacceptable, but a new agreement primarily written on EU terms is the likely path for EU negotiators to
follow. Strategies of regionalism, differentiation, and neoliberalism hold the key to the likely outcome.

Lessons from Previous Negotiations

As alluded to above, all previous negotiations have proceeded on the principle of a unified stance and strategy on behalf of the ACP group. The issue, since the 1960s, could be phrased as “How can the weak confront the strong and ‘get something out of them,’ given the power imbalance.”  Notable exceptions to this group rule, which could provide a model for differentiation or fragmentation today, are negotiations for Nigeria’s trade relations with the EU in the 1960s, and those of South Africa in the 1990s. Both negotiated individually with the EU, and in both cases obtained significant concessions for themselves. One aspect of differentiated negotiations could be either having regional powers, such as Nigeria and South Africa, conducting separate negotiations on behalf of themselves or for their regional groupings. In the negotiations for Lomé I during the early 1970s, Nigeria spearheaded the talks, but on behalf of the whole ACP group.

Although there are similarities running through all these negotiations since 1958, the context of the talks has differed considerably. During the negotiations linked to the Treaty of Rome in 1957, the African actors were colonies, and so had a very limited role in the negotiations. These Association agreements naturally reflected the disparity in strength between the blocs, but also reflected intense differences between the European Six. In the early 1960s, both in response to Britain’s request for EU membership and the independence of most of Britain’s former colonial possessions, fresh negotiations occurred to which there was considerable opposition within the Commonwealth bloc. The reactions quickly changed when Nigeria decided to apply for preferential trade access to Europe, and negotiated a solid partnership.

The ACP group’s strongest leverage was in the early 1970s during the negotiations for the first Lomé Convention. In a competitive Cold War environment, following the collapse of the Bretton Woods free trade era, and with the OPEC oil price revolution picking up in October 1973, the ACP group was able to extract a very positive treaty for themselves. The EU was clearly focused upon maintaining access to raw materials and trade partners within the ACP, and did not wish to forfeit these relations. In addition, John Ravenhill saw other benefits of these negotiations for Europe. These included maintaining the stature of the EU in global development; the maintenance of francophone and anglophone (and later lusophone) connections with the EU; the psychological satisfaction of promoting noblesse oblige and caring for the global poor; the protection of EU investments in Lomé countries; and the assistance to European countries in multilateralizing their markets. To some extent, many of these arguments are still valid today in the context of the Cotonou negotiations.

In subsequent rounds of negotiations, the conditions were not quite as propitious for the ACP group, and steadily through Lomé II to IV, the EU clawed back terms of agreement. As Christopher Clapham icily summed up, “Rhetoric aside, the renegotiations of the Convention from Lomé II onwards essentially consisted in the EC telling the ACP states how much aid they were going to get, and the ACP complaining that it was not enough.” There was little need to be concerned about ACP challenges and defections in the post-Cold War world of the 1990s, and the assumption is that this attitude will carry over to negotiations under Cotonou. One slight pressure for the EU is
the apparent new found interest in Africa after 1998 by the Clinton Administration, and
some speculate that this might have tipped the scales in favor or renewing the ACP-EU
agreement in some shape or form. However, notwithstanding Secretary of State Colin
Powell’s visit to Africa in May 2001, it is difficult to imagine the administration of
President George W. Bush being too preoccupied with the ACP group, or in development
policy in general for that matter.

A clear lesson to be learned from all these previous negotiations is that the ACP
group is in a stronger position when negotiating collectively. However, this is difficult to
achieve. Although there are greater pressures to promote horizontal integration via
regional organizations within the respective continents; the ACP group continues to
promote vertical integration with the EU. There are obvious benefits to both the ACP and
EU of this “collective clientelism,” or “vertical integration,” where “a group of weak
states combine in an effort to exploit the special ties that link them to a more powerful
state or group of states.”34 Unfortunately, under Cotonou there is dwindling reason for the
EU to maintain these ties. For the ACP, differentiation will further diminish what chances
these countries have to define the agenda. Economic frailty and weakness across the ACP
has a certain diplomatic strength, and this is one lesson that the ACP has learned.

Unified or Fragmented Negotiations?

Many of the issues that will influence the outcome of the negotiations have been
alluded to already. It is likely that the EU will seek a strategy to differentiate or fragment
the ACP countries into regional blocs, or else into developing and least developed
categories. The ACP will strive to resist such fragmentation in order to maintain the
maximum possible leverage. Leaders such as Nigeria and South Africa will likely
spearhead talks, though it is yet unclear whether they will strive for individual gain from
such activity.

In this final section, it is worthwhile looking at potential outcomes of the Cotonou
partnership agreement not solely through EU or ACP eyes, but through theoretical lenses
of the field of international relations. How can different theoretical perspectives help
predict possible outcomes of these negotiations? How can theory help define gains of the
respective parties? Are there any similar findings across theories that may help to point to
the likely outcome of negotiations? For the facilitation of debate, and simply to illuminate
various possibilities, I am using five broadly and loosely defined theoretical approaches:
normative/idealism, neorealism, postmodernism, rational choice, and dependency. These
theories are not elaborated upon here nor are they being tested. They are presented only
as brief sketches or characterizations to help us frame some thoughts about possible
outcomes of the negotiations.35

Normative/idealism

Though many hardened political scientists pay scant attention to the normative
approach, elements of this approach certainly touch on the development debate and
envelop the Cotonou agreement. Many can see normative elements in the rhetorical
policies of support for development, but find idealism much more difficult to see in the
real world of implemented policy. The ideal vision is of a developed world, where
peaceful integration abounds and the quality of life improves for all. The EU, as the
world’s largest trade bloc, has an obligation to help the poor of the developing world—or
at least to be seen trying to help the poor. Regional integration, along with global cooperation through the United Nations, aims for the common good of all:

From this perspective, one will posit that the EU has a genuine commitment to the Cotonou partnership, and will negotiate to everyone’s advantage. Certainly, the EU will want to avoid the embarrassment of being shown not to care about the developing world. The EU will recognize that the ACP group has the right to protect its interests in a unified stance. Elements apparently played down from Lomé will be revitalized, such as the increased flow of grants and aid, and the softening of structural adjustment requirements that impact social programs. The realization that everyone in the world is better off when poverty and hunger is eradicated will lead to an unprecedented agreement, helping to stave off the widening of North and South and the advent of “global apartheid” in development. The EU will work to promote social democracy within the ACP group, but will refrain from pursuing the harsher elements of direct intervention in their policies.

Neorealism

The neorealist perspective will emphasize the likely importance of these arrangements to the states themselves. The development of an ACP-EU development “regime” is desirable, where common values and norms link the partners together for mutual benefit. However, given the failure of previous agreements and the absence of a common value system, this is unlikely. Interdependency provides an uncertain balance in the world system, and the hope is that a successful Cotonou agreement will strengthen such linkages. But an analysis will indicate that this ACP-EU relationship is not truly interdependent, but one in which the EU exerts a form of hegemony over the ACP group. The relationship is certainly not of equals.

There appears to be little need to appease the claims of developing states for advantageous access to European markets, and little difficulty in resisting them. The uneasy relationship of the European Union with other major trading centers, such as the United States and Japan, will take precedence in consideration over those with the ACP. New structures of power relations might well influence the thinking of European negotiators, seeking not only to differentiate ACP countries but also to spin off portions into different orbits. The Caribbean would make more sense being linked to Latin America, the Pacific Islands to the Asia-Pacific bloc. Africa and the Mediterranean could be drawn more into the European umbrella. Another scenario will see “soft hegemons” emerging inside the regions, such as Nigeria in West Africa or South Africa in Southern Africa, and these countries will broker arrangements for their regions with the EU. In this way, new balances of power will develop within the Cotonou framework. Under this scenario, the collective voice of the ACP will be demonstratively weakened, and the Europeans will pursue their own agenda without the feeling of constraint. Cotonou will develop according to EU desires and goals, and most likely the ACP will be permanently fragmented.

Postmodernism

Postmodernist perspectives (there cannot be one; and apologies for drawing this approach very broadly, and with some abuse) will deny that such a development debate can occur. Grand theory and global solutions are impossible to define and defend, and simply show underlying power assumptions, in this case the power of the EU to define
the parameters of dialogue and negotiation. Probing further, there can really be no EU or ACP position, as this only masks multiple positions within countries and constituencies. Finding a true common ground between all these groups is impossible. A postmodern interpretation will likely envisage a totally fragmented strategy for all parties, where agreements will be negotiated between individual countries on individual issues. It is impossible to develop a framework of equality without “deconstruction” because the imbalance of power is ingrained. Debates over the meaning of development will essentially derail the negotiations, as participants will want their independent “voices” heard. A meaningful global development strategy is simply impossible.

Feminists (postmodern or otherwise) also raise objections to the current negotiations and the strategies that have underpinned successive Lomé agreements, and most likely the Cotonou partnership. Women have been outside of the development debate, relegated to gendered exclusion. As Eloise Turner argues about the EU position, “Neither the complexity of roles nor gendered income distribution are fully recognised, and the solutions proposed are thus inappropriate.” Globalization has increased the marginalization of women and children because of the change of employment opportunities open to them: Low-tech assembly jobs are considered “women’s work,” and as Cecilia Green concluded succinctly about the Caribbean, “the assumption of male privilege dies hard.” A more egalitarian negotiation process will have to bring in the voices of women, and this will have a significant impact on the outcomes.

A final area to note here is the emphasis within the Cotonou partnership on civil society groups, especially focusing upon human rights. As Karen Arts has stated, since the early 1990s “in its relations with developing countries, the EU more and more consistently pursues development and human rights simultaneously.” Given the desire to bring in non-governmental organizations, political parties, trade unions, human rights and grassroots movements, and other civil society groups, postmodernists see a clear result of developing multiple voices and multiple negotiation strategies within each country’s delegations. How will such opinions be reconciled in a common platform across the ACP, or even within individual countries for that matter? How will views of differing social classes be brought into Cotonou? How will different societies, at differing levels of civil society development, accomplish these tasks? How can Cotonou empower civil society groups during the negotiations when globalization has tended to marginalize them? To postmodernists, this is ample evidence that such goals are impossible to achieve as laid out, and complete differentiation is the only path to follow.

**Rational Choice**

Rational choice theory continues to make advances in the social sciences for its claimed ability to provide explanatory power to understand actions. Policy decisions are made based on rational calculations of gain by the individual actor. Action is taken to bring the greatest rewards. Negotiations can take place individually, or via the group, but will depend upon a clear articulation of preference hierarchies or choices. Economic gain is normally the primary motivation of decision, with little emphasis placed on moral calculations. Political incentives are also very high priorities for decisions, such as re-election. Rational choice draws from historical theorists such as Thomas Hobbes and the utilitarians, but more importantly from modern game theory and the enduring capacity of neoclassical economics.
Rational choice will attempt to delineate clear sets of priorities for different groups of actors within the negotiation process, and it will be important to gauge where priorities coincide. It is a difficult task to open the black box of government and unbundle the different roles of individuals. There will most likely be different gains to be made by civil society groups as opposed to government elites, and so it is vital to recognize who has final authority for decisions, something that is unclear under the Cotonou agreement. How will one account for "shadow governments" in Africa or corrupt elites in determining how they weigh their rational choice? And as rational choice emphasizes the importance of electoral considerations in framing choices, how will leaders be swayed by voters in ACP countries (those that have open elections)?

Even at a simplified level, it is clear that the rational gain of the EU decision-makers will be very different to those of ACP leaders. However, identifying the key European decision-makers will be difficult as rational choice theorists perceive "the European Union as a system of countervailing institutions in which actors behave strategically to reach their preferred outcome." Bluntly though, there is little economic gain for the EU from the continuation of Lomé in terms of privileging the ACP, and much to gain by developing a more comprehensive trade stance toward all developing countries within the WTO rules. For the ACP, rational gain is to maximize exclusive economic concessions from the EU, at least in the short term. Game theory suggests that the ACP will wish to make a quick agreement in order to keep out other non-ACP developing states, which could draw economic benefits away from members. Rational choice also posits that both sides have clear political incentives to make an agreement, as the costs of failure are unacceptable. Whether this all means that the EU will deal with the ACP as a unified group or as a fragmented group (each state bargaining for its best deal) is open to interpretation.

Dependency

Despite various ideological challenges, dependency theory still holds some sway in discussions of development. Core-periphery relations can still explain some elements of political economy, even though globalization is affecting such relations in dynamic ways. Dependency perspectives highlight the continuing marginalization of the ACP group under the pressures of globalization and neoliberal strategies, and there is the likelihood that any framework within Cotonou will do little to truly improve the status and economic position of the ACP states. An argument can be made that marginalization diminishes the level of exploitation, as multinational corporations become wary of investing in unstable and excluded regions. Cotonou is likely to be a "no-win" situation from a dependency perspective. Political and economic conditionalities will remain a key requirement of EU support of Cotonou, and from this theoretical standpoint there will be little discretion for the weaker ACP during negotiations. The further intrusion of "policy dialogue," under which the EU demands greater accountability from the ACP in development policy, provides a further mechanism to maintain uneven and dependent relations. The creation under Cotonou of a European conflict protection and settlement policy to help Africans police themselves smacks of a new neo-colonial and paternalistic approach.

Fragmentation of the ACP will be pushed by the EU, as it will be easier to control ACP demands and goals. But even an ACP unified stance means little in the face of the
overwhelming power, both economic and political, that the EU possesses. And there is always the IMF, the WTO, and the WB to continue to act in the name of the Northern developed countries, pushing structural adjustment that continues to debilitating ACP societies. So, from a dependency perspective, there is likely to be little difference in which negotiation strategy the ACP uses, as the end result will be the same. In fact, radical dependency scholars argue for an end to these agreements and a complete change of direction for third world development strategy.42

Conclusion

This paper has addressed some of the main elements of the negotiations within the Cotonou Partnership Agreement, and has presented arguments from a variety of perspectives as to whether the ACP group will take a unified or fragmented approach in the negotiations. As we have seen, it is uncertain exactly how unified the EU will be in these negotiations, but definitely the EU holds the dominant hand. There are, of course, many things that can influence the outcome of the negotiations. These can be practical policy issues emanating from the dynamic and changing context of ACP-EU (and global) relations, and we cannot be aware of what international events might take place over the next seven years. Similar problems of prediction can be seen when we turn to our international relations theories to help us decide on possible outcomes. So much for the academy!

Drawing together all possible scenarios, and taking a pragmatic, personal and “balanced” view of likely scenarios, it appears that the most likely one to occur will be a continuation of Lomé in diluted form, with terms harsher than before for the ACP group. Greater emphasis will be made for trade diversification, foreign investment and capacity-building, whereas aid and discriminatory preferences will be downplayed. Despite strong efforts by the ACP group to remain unified, it is most likely that EU insistence on differentiation will win out, and various regional agreements will be brokered rather than a single common agreement. This will be perceived by the EU as in the best interests of itself and the ACP group. However the negotiations turn out, Cotonou is likely to usher in a very different type of “partnership” between the EU and the ACP than what has been witnessed over the past forty years. Unfortunately, there is little evidence at this stage to suggest that the new agreements will bring any more development success to the ACP than previous ones.
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